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Kellens Moment
Falling in love could be more dangerous than
the past they hideCriminal, liar, a fraud are all
things that can be said about Kellen Steele. It
takes all but three seconds for the notorious
bad boy of Three Rivers to set his sights on
Sloan Tate. She is to be his distraction, to help
him pull off his biggest lie, which is also his
greatest achievement.Sloan Tate knows how
to handle herself. Not looking to settle
anywhere never mind down with anyone. Her
plan? Close up her late Granny's estate and
leave town as fast as she came. Sloan knows
each day she stays in Three Rivers her past is
bound to catch up with her. Powerless against
the chemistry wrapping them together, Kellen
and Sloan must decide exactly what they're
willing to lose in order to win each other.
Zoe Flynn has a secret. She used to live in
California, in a big old house -- the best house
in the world really -- at 18 Hawk Road. It
rambled and creaked and was full of good
hiding places. She used to have a best friend
named Kellen who lived right down the road,
and a dog named Merlin who loved to play
with her. But now she lives in a little town in
Oregon, and everything has changed. Now,
Zoe has to be careful. Careful that she doesn't
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tell anyone, not her friends or her teacher or
especially that cop who's been watching her,
that she doesn't live at 18 Hawk Road
anymore. That now her family lives in an old
green van that's cramped and dirty and
doesn't even work all the time. Zoe's always
hoping that someday she'll find her way back
home.... Lyrically written by Janet Lee Carey,
The Double Life of Zoe Flynn is a moving
novel about hope, family, friendship, and the
true definition of a home.
When Darkness Falls, the third book in The
Obsidian Trilogy from Mercedes Lackey and
James Mallory Despite a great working of Wild
Magic and High Magic that struck at the heart
of the Demon Queen's evil plots, Knight-Mage
Kellen and his Elven allies are still seen as
enemies by the human Mage Council. The
Elves and their allies must find a way to
shatter the Demons' hold on the human
Mages, for without their High Magic, the forces
of Light will be destroyed by the forces of
Darkness. The Commander of the Armies of
Light decides to turn an Elven mine into a
refuge for those driven from their homes by
the war. Kellen is put in command of the force
of engineers and warriors who will fortify the
mine and does not learn until it is nearly too
late that the caverns are full of Shadowed
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Elves. Vestakia, the half-human, half-Demon
healer, finds that she has begun to be able to
read the mind of her Demon father, Crown
Prince Zyperis. The Demon Queen, Savilla, is
preparing a great sacrifice that will summon
He Who Is back to the world and make her the
ultimate ruler forever. When Wild Mage Idalia
learns of Savilla's plans, she knows there is
only one way to prevent the coming of He
Who Is. A very different sort of sacrifice must
be made. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
In The Outstretched Shadow, which was
named by VOYA as Best Science Fiction,
Fantasy, and Horror book for 2003, Mercedes
Lackey and James Mallory introduced readers
to The Obsidian Trilogy and a complex new
fantasy world populated by humans, centaurs,
elves, talking unicorns, and demons. The
Golden City of the Bells, where only humans
live, is ruled by the Mage Council,
practitioners of High Magic---a powerful magic
that is stable and reliable, though rigidly
controlled and performed only by men.
Outside the City's walls, humans and magical
beings mix freely and call upon Wild Magic---a
system sometimes erratic, always driven by
desire and need, and performed by both men
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and women. Now, in To Light a Candle, the
Demon Queen sends her forces against her
human and elven enemies, sowing distraction
and death. In the human City, the Queen's
agents work to divide the Council and foment
rebellion among the City's citizens. In the
countryside, they target the most vulnerable
and valuable---the young Elf Prince and the
Wild Mages who might be the Demons' most
dangerous enemies. To his own surprise,
young Kellen, once the disappointing son of
the great Mage who leads the City's Mage
Council, has become a powerful Knight-Mage.
Valued for his bravery and his skills as both
wizard and warrior, Kellen joins the Elves' war
councils. Yet he cannot convince the City of
his birth that it is in terrible danger. Kellen's
sister Idalia, a Wild Mage with great healing
ability, has pledged her heart to Jermayan, a
proud Elven warrior. Someday Idalia will pay a
tragic Price for a world-saving work of Wild
Magic, but until then, she will claim any joy
life can offer her. Jermayan, who has learned
much while fighting at Kellen's side and loving
the human Idalia, finds that everything
changes when he Bonds with a dragon while
rescuing the Elf Prince and becomes the first
Elven Mage in a thousand years. Furious at
her enemies' success with the dragon, the
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Demon Queen attacks in force. Light struggles
against Dark, like flickering candle flames
buried deep in the shadow of Obsidian
Mountain. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rebel's Quest
Of Silver and Shadow
Christian Romantic Suspense
100 Years of History of Religions in Norway.
The Heritage of W. Brede Kristensen
Book 2 of the Great Cities
Kellen to Kilbourn
The Obsidian Mountain Trilogy by Mercedes Lackey and
James Mallory consists of the VOYA Best Science Fiction
and Fantasy novel The Outstretched Shadow, the USA
Today bestseller To Light a Candle, and The New York Times
bestseller When Darkness Falls. All three entertaining
adventure fantasies feature elves, dragons, humans, and a
very opinionated unicorn. The Outstretched Shadow Kellen
Tavadon, son of the Arch-Mage Lycaelon, thought he knew
the way the world worked. His father, leading the wise and
benevolent Council of Mages, protected and guided the
citizens of the Golden City of the Bells. Young Mages in
training--all men, for women were unfit to practice
magic--memorized the intricate details of High Magic and
aspired to seats on the council. Then he found the forbidden
Books of Wild Magic--or did they find him? To Light a Candle
The dark Queen's forces are on the move and the forces of
Light are beset on all sides. To his own surprise, young
Kellen, now a Knight-Mage, becomes part of the Elves' war
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councils, valued for his skills as warrior and wizard.
Meanwhile, in the City, the Mage Council has been corrupted
from within. When Darkness Falls The Demons strike! Mages,
Elves, and Humans must set enmity aside and stand together
against their ancient foe in the stunning conclusion to this
epic trilogy. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A safe place to call home... After escaping her abusive foster
parents thirteen years ago, Hailey Donovan thought her
nightmare was over. Gatlinburg Tennessee had been a safe
place to live, until she’s nearly hit by gunfire while hiking the
Smoky Mountains. Her instincts are to avoid law enforcement,
especially handsome Park Ranger Rock Wilson, but when
more gunfire echoes around them, they’re forced to stay
together to escape. More attempts against Hailey convinces
her to leave the city and start over someplace new. Rock
talks her into staying to fight the unknown assailant. Rock
senses Hailey has been traumatized in the past, and is
determined to uncover the mystery surrounding her. As
Hailey and Rock seek the truth behind the escalating attacks,
Rock realizes he’s also in danger of losing his heart. Can
Rock provide Hailey the safe haven she desperately needs?
From the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of 44
Chapters About 4 Men (inspiration for the Netflix Original
series Sex/Life) comes a dark mafia romance steeped in Irish
folklore. I can’t remember anymore if my grandfather’s eyes
were blue or green, but I’ll never forget the way they wrinkled
at the corners when he laughed at one of his own jokes. Or
the way they sparkled with mischief when he told me tales
about the magical creatures that dwelled in the forest behind
his humble Irish sheep farm—shy fairies who liked to eat tea
biscuits, cruel witches who liked to eat children, a moody lake
spirit with a taste for expensive gifts. As a child, I believed
every fantastical word. But when he warned me about the
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mute boy who also lurked in those woods, the one the priest
had declared to be the spawn of Satan himself, I refused to
listen. Kellen wasn’t evil. He was kind, and beautiful, and
special, and hurting. He was my friend. And with every
summer I spent stolen away with him in those enchanted
woods, he grew to become so much more. But when I return
to Glenshire as an adult, grieving and engaged to someone
else, all those legends quickly morph into nightmares. My
grandfather had been right about everything, especially the
boy. If only I had listened. WARNING: If you are a sensitive
reader or find certain topics to be emotionally triggering,
please exercise self-care and select a different book. Devil of
Dublin is intended for mature audiences who enjoy dark
subject matter, tortured anti-heroes, explicit adult content,
graphic violence, heart-pounding suspense, fairy-tale worthy
love, and gorgeous Irish scenery. If that sounds like you, then
welcome to Glenshire!
Sennovia - A new prophecy uttered from the dead lips of a
Seer starts Shailen on a journey into the unknown. What
should be a routine mission becomes shrouded in secrecy, as
he finds himself thrust into the middle of a deadly mystery. He
discovers the hard way that his mixed heritage is the least of
his problems as he is offered a choice. A simple choice that
could change the course of history. With Sasheer, he
ventures into the darkness of the past and discovers that
there is a power even more insidious, and dangerous, than all
the shattered fragments of Lichien´s divided soul.
The Teavangelicals
The Awkward Dinosaurs
Too Sweet to Be Good
The Naturals, #3
The Obsidian Mountain Trilogy
Morgan Abbey’s life is about to change. Just weeks before
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the beginning of her senior year, a mysterious stranger
approaches Morgan with information that turns her world on
end: First, the psychic ability she believes she has just been
pretending to have since middle school might actually be real.
Second, her mother, who disappeared abruptly and
completely almost a decade ago, might still be alive. Morgan
finds herself drawn into a centuries-old struggle involving a
shadowy group with incredible powers. The Veneret have
quietly coexisted alongside the common people of the world
for centuries. Now they believe it is time for them to reclaim
their former positions of power—and that Morgan is the key to
their victory. Every victory comes at a price—but is it one that
Morgan will be willing to pay? Enjoy book one of THE
NATURALS TRILOGY for free! Google Subjects: magic,
witches, witchcraft, psychics, young adult, YA, high school,
paranormal, romance, YA paranormal books, YA paranormal
fantasy, YA paranormal romance series, series or anthology,
series, YA magic, fantasy and magic, YA coming of age, YA
ebook, ebook, YA high school romance, YA teen, teen book,
YA urban fantasy, YA witches, YA witch romance, YA witch
series, teen magic, YA paranormal fantasy, YA ebooks, YA
books, YA trilogy, YA urban fantasy romance, teen and young
adult books, teen books for girls in high school, teen love
triangle, teen novels for girls, paranormal, psychics,
paranormal fantasy, young adult urban fantasy, young adult
fantasy, young adult teen, young adult witches, young adult
witch romance, young adult fantasy and magic, free first in
series, superhero, freebie, ya superhero, free ebook, free
book, ya free book, free ya book, free paranormal romance,
free urban fantasy, free ya paranormal romance, free ya
urban fantasy, free teen and young adult books, free teen
books for girls in high school, free teenage girl books, free
teenage romance books, free teenage books, free teenage
fiction books, free ya romance books, free ya romances
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With the fate of entire civilizations at risk, the galactic
battleground makes for unusual alliances and unexpected
passions as two women from very different worlds join forces.
When Commodore Rae Jacelon of the Gamma VI space
station apprehends the alluring but decidedly dangerous
Kellen O'Dal, it is the start of a breathtaking love story, as well
as a dangerous rescue mission. A space adventure filled with
suspense and a daring intergalactic romance. Book One:
Supreme Constellations
The Outstretched Shadow, the first book in The Obsidian
Trilogy from Mercedes Lackey and James Mallory Kellen
Tavadon, son of the Arch-Mage Lycaelon, thought he knew
the way the world worked. His father, leading the wise and
benevolent Council of Mages, protected and guided the
citizens of the Golden City of the Bells. Young Mages in
training--all men, for women were unfit to practice
magic--memorized the intricate details of High Magic and
aspired to seats on the council. Then he found the forbidden
Books of Wild Magic--or did they find him? The three slim
volumes woke Kellen to the wide world outside the City's
isolating walls. Their Magic was not dead, strangled by rules
and regulations. It felt like a living thing, guided by the hearts
and minds of those who practiced it and benefited from it.
Questioning everything he has known, Kellen discovers too
many of the City's dark secrets. Banished, with the Outlaw
Hunt on his heels, Kellen invokes Wild Magic--and finds
himself running for his life with a unicorn at his side. Kellen's
life changes almost faster than he can understand or accept.
Rescued by a unicorn, healed by a female Wild Mage who
knows more about Kellen than anyone outside the City
should, meeting Elven royalty and Elven warriors, and
plunged into a world where the magical beings he has
learned about as abstract concepts are flesh and blood
creatures-Kellen both revels in and fears his new freedom.
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Especially once he learns about Demons. He'd always
thought they were another abstract concept-a stand-in for
ultimate evil. But if centaurs and dryads are real, then
Demons surely are as well. And the one thing all the Mages
of the City agreed on was that practicing Wild Magic
corrupted a Mage. Turned him into a Demon. Would that be
Kellen's fate? Deep in Obsidian Mountain, the Demons are
waiting. Since their defeat in the last great War, they've been
biding their time, sowing the seeds of distrust and discontent
between their human and Elven enemies. Very soon now,
when the Demons rise to make war, there will be no alliance
between High and Wild Magic to stand against them. And all
the world will belong to the Endarkened. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Between the bustling local bakery, helpful neighbors, and
down-home wisdom, Sugar Lake is a delicious place to call
home—and love is the sweetest risk . . . Alexandrea Gale put
her acting career on hold to help keep her family’s bakery in
business—and gave it a few eye-catching updates while she
was at it. To earn money to return to New York, she puts her
design skills to work with a job renovating a once thriving
local vintage theater. But Alexandrea didn’t bargain on the
owner’s business-minded grandson fighting her every step of
the way—or proving so unexpectedly irresistible . . . As the
new head of his family’s real estate business, Kellen Kilborn
feels that selling the theater is the only way to do right by the
grandmother who helped raise him. He just can’t take a risk
on Alexandrea’s inventive ideas—but he also can’t walk away
from her warm-hearted free spirit. As troubling decisions
threaten to tear them apart, can they create a way to turn
their dreams into the sweetest of futures together? Praise for
the Sugar Lake series “Readers will love [these] warm, witty
characters who remind us all that happiness and love come
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only when we’re brave enough to follow our hearts.” —Jamie
Beck, bestselling author of When You Knew “Perfectly
captures the charm and enchantment of a small Southern
town.” —Farrah Rochon, USA Today bestselling author
Devotion
Man, Meaning, and Mystery
The Story of the Migration of the Arntz Family from
Westphalia to Wisconsin Dells and the West, 1600-1989
The Naturals, #2
Seeking
Devil of Dublin

On a world torn by war, two women
discover a love that defies boundaries,
challenges allegiances, and that just
might mean the survival—or
destruction—of all they hold dear.
Roshan O’Landha, a Gantharian
resistance fighter, works hard to
maintain her cover as a wealthy
businesswoman as war on occupied
Gantharat seems imminent. When the
Onotharian forces strike an
overwhelming blow to the resistance,
Roshan sends a plea for help to Kellen
O’Dal, Protector of the Realm. In the
meantime, Roshan is forced to work
closely with Andreia M’Aldovar, a woman
she once cared for who now holds a
pivotal position in the Onotharian
interim government. Andreia also guards
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a secret, one that if known could cost
her life at the hands of either the
Onotharians or the resistance. As the
two women struggle to prevent
annihilation, Roshan is given the only
order she may not be able to obey, not
even to save Gantharat—assassinate
Andreia M’Aldovar.
A dangerous game of chess threatens to
rock Hollywood to its core... After a
nasty divorce, Paige Reed pushes
forward, even if her legs are a little
shaky. A desire for a little worry-free
fun leads Paige to a location shoot
where she meets Hollywood insider
Kellen Richards. His charm, wit, and
sexy Texan accent sweeps Paige off her
feet but tragedy challenges their new
relationship while an unknown threat
keeps them on edge. Kellen vows to
protect Paige with every weapon at his
disposal while she battles to find her
place in a world that has been turned
upside down. Engaged in a lethal game
of chess, the stakes are high. Can they
save their love and their lives, or
will they have to give up one to avoid
risking the other?
A dark, twisted Cinderella retelling
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that fans of Sarah J. Maas and/or
Melanie Dickerson are sure to enjoy.
Magic can have deadly consequences.
When the sudden and suspicious death of
Eloise’s mother points to forbidden
magic, Eloise is determined to bring
her mother’s murderer to justice. She
will stop at nothing to find the
killer…even if the clues lead right to
the palace gates and the prince’s
manservant, Kaven. He is irrational,
volatile, and prone to knocking women
off horses. Given his personality, it
should be easy to find the proof she
needs to place him in irons. However,
when dark magic is used, nothing is as
it seems, and Eloise is about to learn
that nightmares often hide behind fairy
tale lives. Fans of the Beastly Tales
will not want to miss this new addition
to the same world. Filled with magic,
unexpected foes, and brooding,
impossible men, this Tale of Cinder is
sure to leave you burning for more!
Kellen's Moment
Defiant
A Dark Irish Mafia Romance
Impact
When Darkness Falls
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Small-Town Girl
Books 1 & 2
Murder, abduction, sparring men, love and
heartbreak―welcome to the life of Special Agent,
Hadley Sloan. In Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a serial killer
has been arrested for the deaths of nine women.
This case, however, is far from closed. Two of his
victims are alive and time is counting down to
discover their whereabouts. Thus, brings in the
assistance of the FBI. Hadley Sloan and Chase
Finley might be Special Agents within the Criminal
Investigations Department, but what their comrades
don’t know is, they’re in love…or that Hadley is a
vampire. Soon, Hadley’s personal life is uprooted
and she is left with even more of a mess on her
hands when Kellen Boyd, her vampire husband
returns to sink his fangs back into her life… Hadley
must juggle the two men in her life, keep her secret
hidden, and locate these missing women before it’s
too late…
Ren Kolins, a magic wielder in hiding, strikes a deal
with a broody rebel plotting to overthrow the tyrant
king, while king’s guard member Adley Farre is
hunting down the rebels one by one. But time is
running out for all of them.
Life in the safe house is routine. In the three months
since her last run-in with Orrick Williams, Morgan
Abbey has been training with her four Naturals and
their Watcher friends. But routines are meant to be
broken, and the reappearance of a familiar face turns
life in the cabin on its head. Through relational
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upheaval and secrets revealed, Morgan has to keep
everything together to fulfill her destiny. But when
it's time, will she have the resolve to do what needs
to be done? Will she be able to kill Orrick?
Keywords: fantasy, paranormal, magic, coming of
age, love, Teen & YA, superhero, psychic
The Teavangelicals is a one-of-a-kind book chockfull of original reporting from the 2012 presidential
race with an up-close look at how evangelicals and
the Tea Party are plotting strategy to reclaim
America. In his trademark breezy, funny, and
engaging style, David Brody takes you inside the
blossoming Teavangelical movement and describes
how it is having a major effect on today’s politics
with an eye on dominating the political affairs of
tomorrow. The author takes his niche for getting
interviews and inside access with all the big-name
political and evangelical newsmakers and now
shares that exclusive access with readers. The
author offers a rare, behind-the-scenes glimpse
along the campaign trail within the three key factions
working tirelessly to overcome President Obama and
his political machine: evangelicals, the Tea Party and
the GOP presidential contenders. Brody, embedded
with leading Tea Party and evangelical groups,
shares what he learned from private emails, memos,
and conversations that shed light on campaign
strategy and voter mobilization efforts. In addition,
this book highlights Brody’s exclusive interviews,
stories, and travels with all the 2012 GOP
presidential candidates as they try to be the
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candidate that takes on President Obama and
ultimately change the course of direction in America.
The author travels to the key early Primary states of
Iowa and South Carolina where Evangelicals will
have a major say in who the GOP nominates for
President. The author gives readers the inside scoop
on the power of evangelical groups and how they’re
making a difference early on in the process.
Additionally, how will these GOP candidates appeal
to evangelicals and how well will it work out? At the
same time, the candidates are catering to the Tea
Party crowd. We’ll go inside the living rooms of
major Tea Party organizers to get inside access on
the chatter. Are these presidential candidates
passing the Tea Party “smell test”?
The Daēva Cult in the Gāthās
Protector of the Realm
Warning Bell
The Obsidian Mountain Trilogy, Book One
NightShade Forensic FBI Files: Under Dark Skies &
Fracture Five
The Naturals Trilogy
These nail-biters from author AJ Scudiere will have you
on the edge of your seat. In NightShade nothing is as it
seems… Eleri Eames didn’t think she’d ever be allowed
to work for the FBI again, so the special FBI division of
NightShade seems like an amazing opportunity. But all
too soon, her chance to start over starts to disturb her.
When the FBI offers Donovan a chance to leave his job
as a medical examiner and try his hand at something
new, he takes a chance on the NightShade division.
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Somehow, he has to try to escape from his shadows, but
can he trust Eleri with the truth? Thrown together on their
first case, Eleri and Donovan must deal with a
charismatic cult leader and his true-believers. The cult is
mixed up with several decade-old kidnapping cases and
the missing daughter of a prominent FBI Agent. As Eleri
and Donovan dig deeper, they discover that
NightShade’s mysteries aren’t coincidence. Their
secrets will save them . . . or destroy them. Winner:
Beverly Hills Book Awards for New Fiction 2015
NightShade Forensic FBI Files: Book 2 Eleri and
Donovan are back! NightShade’s newest agents are in
L.A. to bring down a burgeoning terrorist cell. To make
things worse, it’s not just one terrorist cell, it’s two. Or is
it three? There is little to go on, only links between
missing Army munitions and a veteran named Cooper
Rollins. With his special ops training and severe PTSD,
it's impossible to tell what kind of game Rollins is playing.
Eleri and Donovan will have to use their unique skills to
stop the attack before it happens. But in the crowded
city, there are too many people who might reveal what
Donovan is if he dares to make the change. And Eleri is
starting to show signs of powers she didn’t know she
had, and can’t control. On the surface the cells seem
unrelated, each with separate perpetrators and different
motives. But they are all linked by Rollins and the very
disturbing passcode: “Fracture Five.” Under Dark Skies
and Fracture Five are the first and second book in the
NightShade Forensic FBI Files series by USA Today
bestselling author A.J. Scudiere. These books can each
be read as a standalone, but readers who love
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paranormal investigations and FBI thrillers will want to
read the entire series!
I have three deadly problems: 1. I’ve seriously offended
a maniacal killer. 2. I just had a bullet removed from my
brain. 3. My new daughter is growing up too fast—and
she’s in the line of fire. Living on an obscure, technologyfree island off California means safety from the murderer
who hunts Kellen Adams and her new family…or does it?
Family time becomes terror-time, and at last, alone,
Kellen faces a killer playing a cruel game. Only one can
survive, and Kellen knows who must win…and who must
die.
Kellen Wayfield is no hero. When old debts finally catch
up with him, hes forced to become one, or die. The long
time swindler would rather disappear into the shadows of
Darkwell and hatch his next con, but instead he must
strike out into the unknown with his old friend, Deagan
Wingrat. Entrapped into similar obligations, Deagan
leaves his simple life to lend his sword and shield to
Kellens cause. With his knighthood stripped away, he
risks everything to protect the city that cast him aside.
Devenkais forces encroach on human lands with the
inevitability of nightfall. With two cities remaining, only a
man without honor has the power to choose: which one
shall he feed to Devenkai first?
Addressing the question of the origins of the Zoroastrian
religion, this book argues that the intransigent opposition
to the cult of the daēvas, the ancient Indo-Iranian gods,
is the root of the development of the two central
doctrines of Zoroastrianism: cosmic dualism and
eschatology (fate of the soul after death and its passage
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to the other world). The daēva cult as it appears in the
Gāthās, the oldest part of the Zoroastrian sacred text,
the Avesta, had eschatological pretentions. The poet of
the Gāthās condemns these as deception. The book
critically examines various theories put forward since the
19th century to account for the condemnation of the
daēvas. It then turns to the relevant Gāthic passages
and analyzes them in detail in order to give a picture of
the cult and the reasons for its repudiation. Finally, it
examines materials from other sources, especially the
Greek accounts of Iranian ritual lore (mainly) in the
context of the mystery cults. Classical Greek writers
consistently associate the nocturnal ceremony of the
magi with the mysteries as belonging to the same
religious-cultural category. This shows that Iranian
religious lore included a nocturnal rite that aimed at
ensuring the soul’s journey to the beyond and a
desirable afterlife. Challenging the prevalent scholarship
of the Greek interpretation of Iranian religious lore and
proposing a new analysis of the formation of the
Hellenistic concept of ‘magic,’ this book is an important
resource for students and scholars of History, Religion
and Iranian Studies.
Moonlight Moments
Becoming
Strangers She Knows
An Ideological Archaeology of Zoroastrianism
The Double Life of Zoe Flynn
The Outstretched Shadow
From This Day Forward Christian Music agent Kellen Rossiter has
everything he ever wanted: A-list clients from coast to coast, a
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loving wife who honors and respects him, and a faith life that's
never wavered—until now. Juliet Rossiter has the perfect life: a
rewarding schedule serving the underprivileged, a husband who
loves her as Christ loved the church, and a blessed future as a
mother—at least that's what she thinks. For Better or Worse But
what happens when their rock-solid marriage begins to crumble
under the weight of an unexpected and powerful temptation? How
does love survive when its foundation is shaken? 'Til Death Do Us
Part When human frailty and the allure of sin deal a harsh blow to
their relationship, it will take more than love to mend the shattered
trust and heartbreak. It will take a lifetime of devotion.
Five bodies. One serial killer. And a terrified woman's will to
survive... Tina Duggar lives a quiet life in Bay County, Florida,
working for animal control and spending time with her significant
other, Investigator Mike Parker.But a road trip with two of her
closest friends takes a deadly turn after they pick up a mysterious
blue-eyed hitcher...and Tina's life is suddenly shattered.Her fun
outing turns into a bloodbath as the hitcher begins brutally
slaughtering innocent girls along the interstate, forcing Tina to
watch.Saving her for last.With her time running out and the police,
the FBI, and even Mike himself desperately searching for her, Tina
is forced into a terrifying game of wits with one of the most horrific
serial killers Florida has seen since Bundy. But will she survive the
twisted mind of... the hitcher? *****Warning***** This book
contains scenes that some might find difficult to read. Purchase
with caution.
Kellen McLin has been waiting for her "moment" for a long timethat moment when two people instantly realize they are meant for
one another. Kellen believes her "moment girl" has finally arrived,
but there's one big problem- she's a Sealy. The McLins an the
Sealys have been feuding for generations. Ever since Stevie Sealy
left Louisiana for college, she's only come back briefly for holidays.
After a breakup with her boyfriend, she decides to move back
temporarily. She never understood or wanted to be involved in the
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family feud, but she finds herself right in the middle of it when
Kellen walks into her life and changes everything.
The contributions to this conference report deal with the academic
study of religion in a historical perspective, focussing on W. Brede
Kristensen and other Scandinavian pioneers. Also, methodological
questions relating to the idea of a phenomenology of religion are
discussed.
The Naturals, #1
Ripples on the Edge of the Maelstrom
Bless the Beauty
The Brightside
Kellen's Awakening
Choosing Kellen
Being psychic isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. After learning she has a
key role in a centuries-old prophecy, Morgan Abbey hopes to use
her abilities to accomplish the one thing she has wanted to do for a
decade: find her mother. However, the Watchers who protect her
refuse to let her search. They have good reason to urge caution. A
sinister and shadowy organization known as the Veneret want
Morgan, convinced her role in the Prophecy will allow them to
regain their position as rulers of humanity. With the Veneret after
her, Morgan has no choice but to listen to the Watchers—and spend
her time honing her abilities for the inevitable showdown. Training
with Morgan are her friends Lucas, Corbin, and Lia—three of the
four Naturals that the Prophecy says will make her strong. Before
they can fulfill their destiny, a fourth Natural must be found. When
Morgan discovers that her mother might be in danger, she is
prepared to dismiss all the warnings of the Watchers in order to
bring her safely home. With the help of her friends, Morgan will
risk everything in an attempt to save her mom. But forces darker
than she can imagine are out there, waiting to make their move.
Before her search is over, Morgan will find that not everything is as
it seems—and those she thought she could trust may just be her
greatest enemies.
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New York Times bestselling author Nina Bangs welcomes you back
to the Castle of Dark Dreams, a place of otherworldly secrets and
sensual men with the power to fulfill your most private fantasies.
All Ivy had ever wanted was a safe, secure life with no drama. Now
she was working in an adult theme park where visitors came to roleplay their wildest imaginings. She reminded herself to stay focused
on her job and to ignore everything else. The reminders didn’t
work. One man drew her. Murmur was every erotic dream she’d
tried to repress, every deliciously dangerous temptation she said she
didn’t need. Her instinct suggested that this was a man who walked
in darkness. She ignored the warning. But Murmur was more than
what he seemed. A powerful demon, he used his demonic gift to
destroy as well as seduce. In desiring him, Ivy had opened herself to
a menace born centuries ago—one that would risk both their lives and
betray the promises made with every one of his wicked whispers.
Book Delisted
This contains all three books in The Naturals Trilogy. Awaking
Morgan Abbey’s life is about to change. Just weeks before the
beginning of her senior year, a mysterious stranger approaches
Morgan with information that turns her world on end: First, the
psychic ability she believes she has just been pretending to have
since middle school might actually be real. Second, her mother,
who disappeared abruptly and completely almost a decade ago,
might still be alive. Morgan finds herself drawn into a centuries-old
struggle involving a shadowy group with incredible powers. The
Veneret have quietly coexisted alongside the common people of the
world for centuries. Now they believe it is time for them to reclaim
their former positions of power—and that Morgan is the key to their
victory. Every victory comes at a price—but is it one that Morgan
will be willing to pay? Seeking Being psychic isn’t all it’s cracked
up to be. After learning she has a key role in a centuries-old
prophecy, Morgan Abbey hopes to use her abilities to accomplish
the one thing she has wanted to do for a decade: find her mother.
However, the Watchers who protect her refuse to let her search.
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They have good reason to urge caution. A sinister and shadowy
organization known as the Veneret want Morgan, convinced her
role in the Prophecy will allow them to regain their position as
rulers of humanity. With the Veneret after her, Morgan has no
choice but to listen to the Watchers—and spend her time honing her
abilities for the inevitable showdown. Training with Morgan are her
friends Lucas, Corbin, and Lia—three of the four Naturals that the
Prophecy says will make her strong. Before they can fulfill their
destiny, a fourth Natural must be found. When Morgan discovers
that her mother might be in danger, she is prepared to dismiss all the
warnings of the Watchers in order to bring her safely home. With
the help of her friends, Morgan will risk everything in an attempt to
save her mom. But forces darker than she can imagine are out there,
waiting to make their move. Before her search is over, Morgan will
find that not everything is as it seems—and those she thought she
could trust may just be her greatest enemies. Becoming Life in the
safe house is routine. In the three months since her last run-in with
Orrick Williams, Morgan Abbey has been training with her four
Naturals and their Watcher friends. But routines are meant to be
broken, and the reappearance of a familiar face turns life in the
cabin on its head. Through relational upheaval and secrets revealed,
Morgan has to keep everything together to fulfill her destiny. But
when it's time, will she have the resolve to do what needs to be
done? Will she be able to kill Orrick? Keywords: fantasy,
paranormal, magic, coming of age, love, Teen & YA, superhero,
psychic
Awaking
A Chilling Psychological Thriller
The Obsidian Trilogy, Book Two
The Outstretched Shadow, To Light a Candle, and When Darkness
Falls
Hailey's Haven
Fantastical Realities
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You know the popular dinosaurs, but here's a book
dedicated to the ones that history forgot! These
are the awkward, strange and delightful dinosaurs
you've never heard of! This book is a silly book
about different make-believe dinosaur species who
are downright awkward, but that doesn't stop them
from being happy! This book has a colorful, fun
illustrations and a nice message about being who
you are and proud of it. Author and illustrator
Kellen Roggenbuck does it again! Another fun,
colorful book full of humor and positive lessons!
Check out other books by Kellen Roggenbuck,
available on Amazon.
A socially challenged pixie and a former playboy
incubus find themselves in the center of the
maelstrom as AURA struggles to find a source for
the escalating violence threatening the city. The
staff at AURA has had a busy summer. Between
chronic understaffing, dealing with warring goblin
factions and an unusual number of hazardous
Events, everyone is overworked. Sinistrus the
incubus, newly hired as an AURA medic, actually
enjoys his busy new life of responsible employee
and faithful lover to his gorgeous police sergeant,
Ness the centaur. Life would be perfect, except for
a niggling suspicion about a colleague. Everyone
else seems to disagree, but Sin's certain
something's not right with that pixie. Kellen, a pixie
crossover, loves his job working in AURA medical,
even if he is something of an outsider. His job and
the friends he manages to make are happy spots in
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an otherwise dark and secretive life. As the rest of
AURA tries to discover the root of the inexplicable
rise in violence and large-scale Events, Kellen
fights to preserve his own life and what dignity he
has left. These two unlikely heroes must put their
differences aside and navigate tragedy and everescalating disaster together in order to stop the
sinister forces that hold Kellen in thrall.
As the daughter of a drug dealer, Wavy knows not
to trust people, not even her own parents. It's safer
to keep her mouth shut and stay out of sight.
Struggling to raise her little brother, Donal, eightyear-old Wavy is the only responsible adult around.
Obsessed with the constellations, she finds peace
in the starry night sky above the fields behind her
house, until one night her star gazing causes an
accident. After witnessing his motorcycle wreck,
she forms an unusual friendship with one of her
father's thugs, Kellen, a tattooed ex-con with a
heart of gold. By the time Wavy is a teenager, her
relationship with Kellen is the only tender thing in
a brutal world of addicts and debauchery. When
tragedy rips Wavy's family apart, a well-meaning
aunt steps in, and what is beautiful to Wavy looks
ugly under the scrutiny of the outside world. Kellen
may not be innocent, but he is the fixed point in
Wavy and Donal's chaotic universe. Instead of
playing it safe, Wavy has to learn to fight for
Kellen, for her brother, and for herself. About the
Author Bryn Greenwood is a fourth-generation
Kansan, one of seven sisters, and the daughter of a
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mostly reformed drug dealer. She earned a MA in
Creative Writing from Kansas State University.
She is the New York Times bestselling author of
the novels The Reckless Oath We Made, All the
Ugly and Wonderful Things, Last Will, and Lie Lay
Lain. She lives in Lawrence, Kansas. Industry
Reviews New York Times bestseller USA Today
bestseller
Sabine I came to Seattle for the summer to visit
Abby. I came to experiment. To dabble in her
lifestyle. I came because she’s so happy, and I’m
jealous. I’ve tried lots of things at Surrender,
except one. When Kellen proposes I spend two
weeks with him, I can’t turn him down. Now, I’m in
his home. I’m his little. It’s unnerving, and I’m
very naughty. What difference does it make? It’s
only for two weeks. It’s not like he would ever
invite me to stay. Kellen I’m not ready to move on
after losing my wife. Plus, Sabine is too green for
me. But I have the time, and I need to put myself
back out there. Now she’s in my home, learning
the ropes. She’s challenging. Why does she defy
me so often? I’m not sure I’m the right Daddy for
her. She needs boundaries. She’s testing me. And
then she takes things one step too far⋯
The Height of Pillar
Kellen's Moment
To Light a Candle
The Inside Story of How the Evangelicals and the
Tea Party are Taking Back America
The Hitcher
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The Obsidian Mountain Trilogy, Book 3
This is a story about regular teenagers who knew each other since
middle school, they live in a town that is shrouded with mystery.
Urban legends and fairytales become more than folklores. Certain
phenomena cause a chain of events which triggers something
within these teens. All things require an explanation and most will
stop at nothing to get their answers no matter who they choose to
get them from. There have been horrific rumors of people
disappearing. Their Summer vacation might not turn out the way
they expect it. Some may try to find the truth about themselves,
about the rumors, and maybe even each other. There is a bright
side to every shadow. Every light has a shadow, but every shadow
needs light to exist. Shadows are where fear, monsters, and
darkness lie. Whose side are you on?”
Her Small-Town Guy Goose Harbor, Michigan, is the perfect place
for Kendall Mayes to start over and open her date-planning
business. When she encounters handsome loner Brice Daniels, who
is struggling to keep the shipping business he runs going, she sees
an opportunity. A weekly sunset cruise catering to couples and
tourists will keep their dealings strictly business. Kendall has had
enough of failed romances, and Brice is too burned by love to give
it another chance. But despite their reservations, they soon let down
their walls. Yet when Kendall's silent business partner is revealed
to be Brice's longtime enemy, staying together might be next to
impossible.
All the Ugly and Wonderful Things
Wicked Whispers
At a Dollar a Year
The Soul of Lichien
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